Let him have written in the same language, and let him have set downe everie word and sillable, yet men conversant in noting the changes of meanings in words, will tell you, that divers accents in the pronunciation of them, the turning of the speakers head or bodie this way or that way, ... may so change the sense of the words that they will seeme quite different in writing from what they were in speaking. (Dialogues (I640) The Tale arguably presents a contrast, then, between a stated humanist belief in the possibility of recovery and transmission of a true copy, and that modern scepticism which displays the incoherence of textual transmission and allows subjective application of the text. In this the Tale echoes, once more, a characterizing disagreement between Roman and Anglican polemicists in the later seventeenth century. Romanists argued that all textual transmission is inescapably subject to error and corruption, whether accidental or malicious, and that the Copia vera is an impossible dream. Anglicans had to defend the Scripture as a rule of faith by arguing that true texts could indeed, given scholarly effort, good will, and God's help, be recovered from the dust and worms.
Rushworth sets out the normal Roman arguments particularly fully and clearly. Salvation or damnation are at issue; if Scripture is to be a judge of controversies, 'everie word, everie letter, and everie tit[t]le must be admitted of absolute and uncontrolable certaintie' (Dialogues, pp. 244-45). Scripture, however, is inevitably faulty, because of'the multitudes of nations and languages' and the 'mutabilitie of the world, ever subject to a thousand accidents' (pp. 247, 248). Familiarly, to a modern editor of secular texts, the process of transcription introduces errors 'by the negligence of Servants, which copied the Bible', who may have been mercenary, or 'witlesse', or 'weary' (pp. 250-52, 253). ForJohn Sergeant, similarly, the 'material characters' of Scripture are as liable to destruction, to be 'burnt, torn, blotted, worn out', as any other object in this fallen world. Its transmission has inevitably been subject to the weakness of mortal behaviour, and the many diverse readings of the numerous surviving copies show that 'Scripture's Letter may be uncertain in every tittle'.26 For Romans, so long as textual transmission is a human activity, the certainty essential to faith is impossible. Just as meaning can be guaranteed only by the divine presence (immediately in God's own spoken words, mediately in the Church), so textual accuracy can be guaranteed only by divine providence. Just as Scripture's 'sense' is located not in the Scripture itself but in the Church, so the accuracy of a text of Scripture cannot be established by textual criticism, and may be validated only by the conformity of its readings with Church doctrine.27
In this debate the Romans had some inevitable laws of information transmission on their side. Human transcription must produce error. The attempt to bypass the series of transmission and return to a now-lost original is bound to involve some degree of editorial construction. In their replies Protestant apologists argued that reliable transmission of the Holy Scripture, as of other books, was in principle possible. Tillotson's words in The Rule ofFaith are typical: 'The Books of Scripture are conveyed down to us, without any material corruption or alteration. And he that denies this, must... reject the authority of all Books, because we cannot be certain whether they be the same now as they were at first' (Works, pp. 660-6 ). Absolute textual accuracy, the 'tittles' on which Rushworth and Sergeant had insisted, was not essential, provided that those passages which communicate truths necessary to faith were not substantially faulty. Arthur Bury, Rector of Exeter College, insisted that: 
